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Gongti Ci is derived from the verse and focuses on rich life and women and
love.Gongti Ci has typical aspects ,and the most typically one was written from the
early Tang Dynasty to Ten Kingdoms period.Late Tang and Five dynasties ,the Ci's
prosperity developed into new road of verse.As two kinds of similar literary styles,it
could also be said that the Gongti poetry and Gongti Ci had suffered from similar
misunderstanding in the early time.In the Southern Song Dynasty,another kind of Ci
which means Saoti Ci was created and soon replaced the Gongti Ci.Gongti Ci and
Saoti Ci are the two extremes of life development.
This thesis is divided into three parts,they are introduction, the main body and
Epilogue.The main body is divided into five parts to introduce the content of Gongti
Ci.
Chapter one and two will lead into the paradigm theory and discuses the
definition of Gongti Ci.When Gongti poetry finally exterminated in Tang
Dynasty,Gongti Ci began its decadence and became popular in the Song Dynasty.As a
result,they were similar in the same theme of rich life and women and beauty.In Song
Dynasty, Gongti Ci came into being as a kind of mode in term of the love and
amusement.So we may name this literary style "Gongti" because of the relationship of
Gongti poetry.
In the chapter three,a lot of authors like Yanshu and Zhangxian developed Gongti
Ci with new theme of their life.In the chapter four,SuShi
created a new style of Ci which is more heroic and brave and changing function of
Gongti Ci.Another author LiuYong created some new style of Ci which rooted in the
folk and present the ordinary people's perceptions of the life.The Ci works of
ZhouBangyan are very elegant in the tone and rhythm.these authors successes in
breaking the indirect and enchanting of Gongti Ci and promotes the rise of the Ci
















Epilogue is the summary that discusses the above.The author describes the Gongti
type,compares the works with each authors of Gongti Ci.What had been done in
inheriting and abandoning to the Gongti Ci?Gongti Ci made a brave innovation in the
style,and the methods of describing female and the sentiment.This is the reason that
Gongti Ci kept a long time and received as the founder of the Ci phrase.
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